The Cooking Cowboy Magic Show

Ages: Early Childhood to 3rd Grade

This AMAZING Cowboy Magic Show is performed every year at the State Fair of Texas. Here's your chance to see him without having to wait for the fair. This interactive magic show has lots of cowboy related routines. But the real focus is on kids. They are the stars of the show. Most of the magic routines have kids up on the stage helping make the magic happen and some of the magic tricks have everyone helping. This cowboy cooking show will not only amaze the kids with magic but everyone will get to learn how to perform a magic trick too. That way they can amaze their friends when they get home. And, for the grand finally, Bob will get help from his friend Chester the rattle snake. Chester will jump high in the air catching a card, which will make the audience jump too. This family friendly, cowboy magic show is guaranteed fun for kids and adults too!